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1. INTRODUCTION 
For n ~ 4, let An be the alternating group on n letters, and An its 2-fold 
covering group. Thus An' = An , AnIZ(An) ~ An, and Z(An) is a 2-group. 
Schur [16] proved that [ Z(An) [ = 2, and gave a presentation for An. It is 
natural to ask: What finite simple groups G contain an involution Z such that 
CG(z) ~ An for some n? For n :(; 7, Sylow 2-subgroups of An are quaternion; 
so no such group G exists by a theorem of Brauer and Suzuki [7]. For n = 8, 
there is a unique such group MeL, constructed by McLaughlin [6] and 
characterized by Janko and Wong [15]. Janko [14] and Thompson (private 
communication) have shown that no G exists for n = 9 and n ~ 12, 
respectively. 
In this paper we consider the cases n = 10 and 11. We show in Section 6 
that for n = 10, no G exists. In Sections 2-5, we assume that G is a finite 
group containing an involution z such that C = CG(z) ~ An and z ¢: Z*(G). 
Using Schur's presentation for computing in C, and some recent classification 
theorems, we pin down the "p-Iocal structure" of G for primes p dividing 
[ C [. Specifically, for each such p we get a presentation for a Sylow p-
subgroup of G and a list of G-conjugacy classes and centralizers of p-singular 
elements. With this information, a little character theory enables us to 
determine [ G [. We next compute the character table of G, and exhibit two 
subgroups of relatively small index (about 107) in G. One of these subgroups, 
isomorphic to the Chevalley group G2(5), has been used recently by Charles 
Sims to prove the existence and uniqueness of G. 
Most of our notation is standard (see [13]). We denote by 1)n the symmetric 
group on n letters, by 7T(G) the set of primes dividing [ G [, by cclG(x) the set 
of G-conjugates of x, by Sylp(G) the set of Sylow p-subgroups of G, by [ x [ 
the order of x, by Uiq) the projective special group of 3 X 3 unitary matrices 
with entries in the field of q2 elements, and by SU ± (2, q) the group of 
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2 X 2 unitary matrices with entries in the field of q2 elements and determinant 
±l. If x and yare conjugate by an element of H, we write x "" y; the H will 
be omitted when it is clear from context what it is. A group ~hich is a split 
(nonsp1it) extension of A by B will sometimes be written A . B (A * B). 
When this is done, a cyclic group of order n will be denoted simply by the 
integer n. 
In Sections 2-5, G is a finite group with Z*(G) = 1, and z is an involution 
in G with C = CG(z) "-' An. We let 7T = 7T(C) = {2, 3, 5, 7, 11}. We 
identify C = CJ<z) with All and single out the following elements of 
C: VI' V 2 , and V3 of order 3, mapping on (123), (123)(456), and (123)(456)(789) 
in C; 11 '/2 of order 5, mapping on (12345), (12345)(6789 10); s of order 7, 
mapping on (1234567); e of order 11; d of order 9, such that d3 = V3 ; y, 
mapping on (14)(25)(36)(10 11); t, mapping on (12)(34); aI' a2 , mapping 
on (1234)(56)(78)(9 10) and (1234)(56). 
The order of an element x E C can be deduced from that of its image 
XE C as follows. If 1 x 1 is odd, then since 1 Z(C)I = 2, 1 x 1 = 1 x 1 or 
21 x I. If 1 xl = 2, then x is a product of 2k disjoint transpositions; using 
[17] we find that 1 x 1 = 2 or 4 according as k is even or odd. In particular, 
the elements y, t, a1 , a2 above have orders 2, 4, 8, 8, and if x is the product of 
two disjoint 4-cycles then 1 x 1 = 4. One can use these rules to deduce 
whether elements of C commuting modulo <z) commute in C. For example, 
if t' maps on (13)(24) or (34)(56) in C, then <t, t') is of exponent 4, order 8, 
and contains one involution, so is quaternion; thus [t, t'] = z. Note also that 
if X ~ C and X is the stabilizer of m ~ 7 letters in C, then X contains 
square roots of z so X "-' An - m • We shall use these facts without further 
comment. 
Finally, we collect some facts about C and McL to which we shall refer 
later. They are presumably well-known and can be deduced from [17] and 
the character table of McL (constructed by J. G. Thompson): 
(1.1) If x is a 2-element in C - <z), then x"" xz. 
c 
(1.2) Every element of order 3 in McL centralizes an involution but 
no element of order 7. 
(1.3) McL has exactly two classes of elements of order 9, which are 
not real and have centralizers of order 33• 
(1.4) Subgroups of McL of order 11 are self-centralizing. 
(1.5) Let ME SyI5(McL). Then M is nonabelian of order 53 and 
exponent 5. Let m1 E Z(M)#, m2 E M - Z(M). Then m1 and m2 represent 
the conjugacy classes of elements of order 5 in McL, and Z(M) is weakly 
closed in M with respect to McL. 1 N(M)I = 1 N(Z(M»I = 1 MI· 24; 
C«m1» "-' M· 6, and 1 C«m2»1 = 52. 
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2. 7T-LOCAL STRUCTURE OF G 
Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (a) T E SyI2(G). 
(b) G has one class of involutions. 
(c) G has one class of elements of order 4. CG(t) "" «t) 0 A7)<a), where 
a2 = t and a acts on A7 as a noninner automorphism. 
(d) al and a2 represent the two G-classes of elements of order 8. 
and 
(e) G is simple. 
Proof. By (1.1), any 2-element in C - <z) has an even number of 
C-conjugates. Thus Z(T) = <z), which implies (a). Since C has two classes 
of involutions, the Z*-theorem [12] and (a) imply (b). Now C has one class 
of square roots of z and two classes of fourth roots of z, represented by 
t, aI' and a2 . If x is one of these, then CG(x) = CcCx). Thus (c) and (d) 
follow from the structure of C. Finally, suppose N <l G. If 1 N 1 is odd, then 
by (b), CN(x) ~ 02'(CG(X)) = 1 for all involutions x E G. But G contains 
a four-group, so N = 1. Thus 02,(G) = 1, and I N I is even. By (b), C ~ N 
since C is generated by its involutions. Now by (a), 02(G) ~ 02(C) ~ <z), 
so 02(G) = 1 by (b). Thus 02(N) = 1, so z ~ Z*(N). Applying (b) to N, we 
obtain G = NC = N, proving (e). 
We proceed to the prime 3. Let Vi = CG(vi) and Vi* = CG*(Vi)' i = 1, 2. 
LEMMA 2.2. (a) VI ri:: V 2 ,....., V3 • G G 
(b) V 2 has SDI6 Sylow 2-subgroups and two classes of involutions. 
Proof. The Sylow 2-subgroups of CcCvI ) and CcCv2) are, respectively, 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of As and SDI6 . Both have centers <z), so are Sylow 
2-subgroups of VI and V 2 , respectively. Since 2711 As I, VI t V2 . 
Suppose V 2 ri:: Va' Then C controls G-fusion of the conjugates of V 2 it G 
contains, so by Proposition 2.1(b), V2 has one class of involutions. Thus if 
the lemma is false, then V2 has one class of involutions. We derive a contra-
diction from this assumption. 
Let Y = 02'(V2/02,(V2». Cv (z) is a noncentral extension of <VI) X <V2) 2 
by SU ± (2, 5); thus it is included in the inverse image of Yin V2 • Hence 
Cy(z) is an extension of a group of order 1 or 3 by SU ± (2, 5). Clearly Y 
has one class of elements of order 4. Using the main theorem of [1], we find 
that Cy(z) is core-free, so <VI) X <V2) ~ 02'(V2), Therefore the fixed points 
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of z on 02'(V2) are of order 9. Factorizing 02'(V2) into its fixed points under 
the elements of < y, z)#, we obtain 1 02,(V2)1134• On the other hand, y E V2 
and vlY = v1lv2 so Y acts faithfully on the Frattini quotient of 02'(V2)/<V2), 
Since 511 Y I, we obtain the contradiction 1 0dV2)1 > 34• 
PROPOSITION 2.3. V2 is a split faithful extension of a special group of order 
36 and exponent 3 by SU ± (2, 5). If Sa = 02'(V2)<va), then Sa E Syla(G). 
Proof. From Lemma 2.2(b) and the Z* theorem V2 = XCv (z), where 2 
X = 02'(V2), Now Cv (z) is a split extension of <VI) X <v2) by a group W 2 
isomorphic to SU ± (2, 5) and containing y, z, and V3 . Hence V2 is a split 
extension of X by W. Cx(z) ~ 02'(CV (z»; hence it is a 3-group. Further-2 
more, since V2 has two classes of involutions, V 2 is a product of three 3-cycles 
considered as an element of CG(y) '" Au ; otherwise y would be conjugate 
to z in V2. Hence CV2(y) '" CC(v3) is a 2-3 group. Thus Cx(Y) is a 3-group, 
and similarly for C x( yz). Factorizing a < y, z)-invariant Sylow p-subgroup 
P of X into its fixed points under the elements of < y, z)#, we get P = 1 
unless p = 3, i.e., X is a 3-group. 
Let 111 , 112 be Sylow 3-subgroups of CG( y, v2) and CG( yz, v2), respectively. 
Then 
and 
so 21 n 22 = <v2) X <v3). As V3 E W, V3 ¢ X. Since 32 1'1 WI, Ei = 2i n X 
is a maximal subgroup of 2i not containing the G-conjugate V2lV3 of VI . 
It follows that Ei is nonabelian for i = 1,2. We have X = <v1)El E2 , 
El n E2 = <v2) = El' = E2'· 
By a theorem of Brauer and Wielandt [21], 1 XI = 36• Since V2/X acts 
faithfully on X/rt>(X), and contains an element of order 5 centralizing 
<VI) X <v2), we have rt>(X) = <v2) or <VI) X <v2). In addition, Z(X) 
and X' must each be one of these subgroups. Thus <VI) X <v2) <J X. 
Since V3 centralizes <VI) X <v2), S3 = X<v3) normalizes <VI) X <v2)· 
However, <VI) X <v2) contains two G-conjugates each of <VI) and <v2), 
so its automizer in G is a 2-group. Thus <VI) X <v2) :( Z(S3)' Since V3 
does not centralize X/X', we get <VI) X <v2) = Z(S3) = Z(X), and 
S3 E Sy13( G). 
Suppose rt>(X) = <v2). Then X = <VI) X Xl' where Xl is extraspecial. 
Hence <v2) = Xl' :( H' for any maximal subgroup H of S3' However, 
V IV 2 ¢ X' so V 2 is not conjugate to V IV 2 in N G(S3)' But V 2 is G-conjugate to 
V IV 2' contradicting Burnside's theorem. Therefore rt>(X) = Z(X). Since 
X/X' admits an automorphism of order 5, X' = rt>(X) , so X is special. 
Moreover, W acts irreducibly on X/rt>(X) and EI - rt>(X) contains an 
element of order 3, so X = .QI(X). As X is regular, it has exponent 3. 
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Proof. In the notation of the preceding proof, EI is nonabelian of exponent 
3 and maximal in a Sylow 3-subgroup of CG( y). From the structure of Au 
and Lemma 2.2(a), we conclude that EI # C cclG(v2). Since z and every 
element of W of order 5 have no fixed points on the Frattini quotient of 
02'(V2), but y does, W has two orbits of length 40 on 02,(V2)/cJ>(02'(V2», 
both intersecting a conjugate of EI . Thus every nonidentity coset of 
cJ>(02'(V2» in 02'(V2) contains a G-conjugate of v2 . Since 02'(V2) admits an 
automorphism of order 5, 02'(V2)/Z is extra special for any subgroup Z of 
Z(02'(V2» of order 3. It follows that all elements of a nonidentity coset of 
cJ>(02'(V2» in 02'(V2) are fused, proving the lemma. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. VI is a perfect central extension of a group of order 3 by 
McL. VI * / < VI) is a split extension of McL by a noninner automorphism of 
order 2. If j is an involution inverting VI , then CG(j, VI) ~ Mll , the Mathieu 
group on 11 letters. 
Proof. Denote residues modulo <VI) by bars. By Propositions 2.1(b) 
and 2.2(a), VI has one class of involutions, whose centralizers are isomorphic 
to Cc;(VI) ~ Z3 X As. Hence 02'(VI ) = 1. Since As is generated by its 
involutions and is indecomposable, a minimal normal subgroup N of VI must 
be simple and hence isomorphic to McL by a theorem of Janko and Wong 
[15]. But then N has one class of involutions, so VI = NCv(z) = N. Now 
1 
VI E S3' and S3 ~ VI so the first statement follows. VI is strongly real already 
in C, and a Sy low 2-subgroup of VI * is one of G and hence indecomposable, 
proving the second statement. 
Let j be an involution inverting VI' K = Cv (j). 1 
Clearly 1 K 1 is even. Let i be any involution in K. Then in CG(i)/<i) ~ 
Au , VI maps on a 3-cycle and j on a product of four disjoint transpositions, 
inverting VI' Hence CK(i) = CG(i) n C(vI ) n C(j) ~ GL(2, 3). Since i is 
arbitrary in K, K has SDI6 Sylow 2-subgroups, one class of involutions, and 
one class of elements of order 4. By the main theorem of [1], 02'(K/02'(K» :::: 
Mu or L3(3). Since 13 11 VI I, L3(3) is impossible. Since 02,(CK (i» = 1, 
every involution of K acts fixed-point-freely on 02,(K), so 02,(K) = 1. 
Since the normalizer of a subgroup of order 11 is the same in Mu and Au , 
K = 02'(K), as desired. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. (a) S3 is generated by elements UI , u2 , U3 , WI , w2 , Xl , X 2 
of order 3 subject to defining relations [WI' Xl] = [W2' X2] = u2 , [WI' X2] = 
[Xl' W 2] = UIU2 ' [Wi' u3] = Xi (i = 1,2), all other commutators of generators 
trivial. 
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(b) The conjugacy classes of 3-elements of G are represented by VI , V2 , 
and d. CG(d):::: <d) X };3 and d3 G v2 . 
Proof. We use the notation of the proof of Proposition 2.3. Let hE C 
map on (78)(10 11) in Cf<z). Then V3h = V2lVa\ yh = yz, h2 = z, and h 
centralizes Z(S3) = <VI) X <v2). Since ill = El<V3) :::: Z3 L Z3 and El is 
nonabelian of exponent 3, we can choose WI' Xl E El and U3 = ViI such 
that [WI' Xl] = V2 , [WI' u3] = Xl and [u3 , Xl] = 1. We take U2 = V2, 
W2 = Wlh, and X2 = Xlh. Since Elh = E2 and X = <El , E2), the listed 
elements generate S3' Since X is special, commutation on it is bilinear. 
Now [WI' X2] = [WI' X2]h = [W2 , Xl"] = [W2 , Xl]-l as z inverts X/X'. 
From [WI' W2] = [WI' W2]U3 = [WIXI , W:U3] = [WIXl , Wfa'h] = [WIXI , W2X21] 
and bilinearity of commutation we get [Xl' X2] = 1. Since I Cx(XI)I = 34, 
Cx(xI) = <Xl' X2, Z(X). In particular, [Xl' W2] =1= 1. Now since z inverts 
X/X', y and yz invert E2X'/X' and ElX'/X', respectively. Therefore 
[Xl' w2]Y = [Xl' W2]-1 so [Xl' W2] = (VIV2)±1, for the elements of <VIV2) 
are the only elements of X' inverted by y. Let [Xl' W2] = (VIV2)B, [) = ±1. 
Similarly we obtain [WI' W2] = (VIV2)" € = 0, ±1. Now [WIX~', W2X~'] = 
(VIV2)3£ = 1. Replacing Wi by WiX~£, we now have all the claimed relations 
satisfied in S3 except UI E Z(S3) and [WI' X2] = UIU2 . These are fulfilled if 
we set UI = U21[WI , x2]. (Actually UI = VI or v1l v2 .) Since the relations in 
(a) obviously define a group of order 37, they are defining relations for S3 . 
This proves (a). 
Since S3 ~ VI' (1.2) implies that every element of order 3 in G centralizes 
an involution, so is conjugate to VI or V2 by Lemma 2.2(a). Further, if X3 = VI , 
then (1.2) implies that x,......, d. So VI"""" d3 ,......, V2 , a contradiction. Thus every G G G 
element of VI of order 9 remains so in VI/<Vl ). Now S3 has an element (U3WI) 
of order 9 such that (U3WI)3 = V2 and I CG(U3wl )13 = 33• By (1.3), G has one 
class of subgroups of order 9. Since d is rational in C, G has one class of 
elements of order 9. From the above, I CG(d)13 = 33• Clearly <z) is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of CG(d), but by Proposition 2.3, CG(d) is a 2-3 group. Hence 
I CG(d) I = 2 . 33• As CG(d, z) = <d, z), (b) follows. 
Before proceeding to other primes, we note an interesting 3-local subgroup. 
Let E = <Ut, U2 , u3 , Xl , x2), N = NG(E). Clearly E is elementary abelian 
of order 35, and is the only such subgroup of S3 since we have I S3 I = 37 and 
I CE(X) I ~ 32 for all X E S3 - E, by the above relations. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. (a) Every element of Sa of order 3 lies in 0dV2) or E. 
(b) S3 contains 11 G-conjugates of <VI)' which all lie in E. 
(c) N is a split extension of E by Z X M, where Z has order 2 and 
inverts E, and M "-J Mll acts naturally on the set of 11 conjugates of <VI) in E. 
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Proof. In preceding notation, h normalizes S3 and E. Now S3 = E<wI , w2) 
and the orbits of h on <WI' W 2)# are represented by WI and W IW 2 • A straight-
forward computation using the relations of Proposition 2.6(a) shows that 
every element of wlE and W Iw2E not in 02'(V2) has order 9, which proves (a). 
Now by Lemma 2.4, 02'(V2) contains exactly two G-conjugates of <VI). 
There are 18 cosets of Z(S3) = <UI' U2) in E which are not contained in 
02'( V2), so to prove (b) it suffices to show that each of them contains a unique 
conjugate of VI. These cosets are represented by the elements of U3<XI , x2) U 
U31<XI , x2), and therefore are all conjugate under the action of <WI' W 2 , h). 
Hence it suffices to show that the coset U3<UI , u2) contains a unique conjugate 
of VI. But U3 = V~I and <UI , u2) = <VI' v2), so this follows from the 
structure of C '" All . 
Since E is weakly closed in S3 , N controls G-fusion of its elements. So 
N acts transitively on the 220 conjugates of V 2 in E, whence 
1 N 1 = 220 1 Nil V 2 1 = 220 1 N(S3) II V 2 1 = 1 E 1 . 25 • 32 • 5 . 11. 
Now N acts transitively on the 11 conjugates of <VI) in E; let Z be the 
kernel of this action. By Sylow's theorem for p = 11 and Proposition 2.9 
below, we find 1 Z/E 1 = 2, and a Sylow ll-normalizer in N/Z has order 
11 . 5. It follows easily that N/Z is simple, so N/Z '" Mn by a result of 
Parrott [16]. Since Mn has trivial multiplier, N/E '" Z2 X Mu , and the Z2 
inverts E since E = CG(E) and Mn acts irreducibly. Finally since S3 = 
E<wI , w2) splits over E, N does too be a theorem of Gaschiitz [11]. 
Next, we show that 7 and 11 divide 1 G 1 to the first power. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. CG(s) = <s) X L, where L '" SL(2, 3). N G( <s» = 
CG(s)<b) where b6 = 1, <b) II CG(s) = 1, [b2, L] = 1 and L<b3) '" GL(2,3). 
In particular, 1 G 17 = 7 and G has one class of elements of order 7. 
Proof. Let M = CG(s). Then Z E M, CM(z) = <s) X L where 
L '" SL(2, 3). By the Brauer-Suzuki theorem [7], M = 02,(M)L. Let b E C 
map on (243756)(89) in Cf<z), so that b6 = 1, NG«s» = M<b), 
<b) II M = 1, [b2, L] = 1, and L<b3) '" GL(2, 3). We must show 
<s) = 02,(M). 
For each prime p, choose M'P E Syl'P(02'(M». Since z acts fixed-point-
freely on 02,(M)/<s), 02,(M) is nilpotent and M'P is abelian for p oF 7. 
Choose V EL of order 3. Thus V G VI, b2 G b2v,....., b2v2,....., v2 . For p > 7, 
we factorize M'P into its fixed points under the Geleme~s of <b2) X <v) 
and conclude M'P :s; C(v) since CG(v2) is a 2-3-5 group. ButL acts faithfully 
on M'P' so M'P = 1. Applying the same argument to M7/<S), we get M7 = <s). 
Suppose M3 > 1. Then v centralizes some element x of order 3 in M3 , 
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so sx is of order 21 in CG(v). As v G VI' CG(v)/<v) ~ MeL, which contra-
dicts (1.2). Therefore M3 = 1. Finally, suppose M5 > 1. Since M5 4:; CG(v), 
either b2, b2v, or b2v2 must have a fixed point on M5/iP(M5)' Since 
I CG(v2)15 = 5 it follows that M5/iP(M5) is odd dimensional over GF(5). 
Therefore I CM5(b2)I = 5. But CM .(b2) admits L and is inverted by Z EL', 
a contradiction. Therefore M5 = 1, completing the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. N G( < e») ro./ F55 X L'3 (F55 = Frobenius group of order 
55), and an element of CG(e) of order 3 is conjugate to VI' In particular, 
I G In = 11 and G has two nonreal classes of elements of order 11. 
Proof. Let P = CG(e). Then Z E P and Cp(z) = <e) X <z). So 
P = 02-(P)<Z), and z inverts 02,(P)/<e), so 02'(P) is nilpotent. By 
Proposition 2.5, 02'(P) contains a conjugate of VI' By (1.4), I 02,(P)1 = 3.11. 
Therefore P ro./ Zn X L'3' In particular, I Gin = 11 and fusion of elements 
of <e) occurs in the centralizer of an involution. Since An has two nonreal 
classes of elements of order 11, the result follows. 
We turn now to the 5-structure of G. Since Sylow 2-subgroups of Cdfl) 
and Cdf2) have center <z) and are nonisomorphic,fl1¥ f2 . LetFi = CG (fi) , 
Fi* = CG*(fi)' i = 1,2. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. (a) FI = RQ where R () Q = 1, R is extra special 
of order 55 and exponent 5, Q ro./ SL(2, 9), and Q acts faithfully on R. 
(b) Sylow 3-subgroups ofQ are elementary abelian of order 9, and contain 
two G-conjugates of <VI)' If V and v* are conjugates of VI generating a Sylow 
subgroup of Q, then CR(v) and CR(v*) are extra special of order sa and 
R = CR(v) 0 CR(v*). v* acts fixed-point-freely on CR(v)/<fl)' If WE Q zs 
G-conjugate to V2 , then CR(W) = <fl)' 
Proof. Let R = 02,(F1). We have z EFI and CF (z) = <fl) X Q, 1 Q ro./ SL(2, 9). Hence FI has quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups, and by the 
Brauer-Suzuki theorem [7], Fl = RQ. Clearly R () Q = 1. Similarly 
FI * = RQ* where Q* ~ Z4 0 Q. Now C R(Z) = <fl)' so as usual R is 
nilpotent. For each prime p, let Rp E Sylp(R). Let j be an involution in 
Q* - Q. Factorizing Rp into its fixed points under the elements of <j, z)#, 
we conclude that R is a 3-5 group, using Propositions 2.8 and 2.9. Let 
Q3 E SylaCQ). Then from the structure of C, Q3 is elementary abelian of order 
9 and contains a conjugate V2 * of V2 . Hence if R3 > 1, then Q3R3 contains 
an elementary abelian subgroup of order 33 centralizing fl . This contradicts 
the structure of CG(v2 *) ro./ V2 , so R is a 5-group. 
Now the first statement of (b) is clear upon inspection of Q ~ C. The last 
statement of (b) follows from Proposition 2.3. Hence factorizing R under Q3 
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gives R = CR(v) CR(v*), where v and v* are generators of Q3 conjugate to 
VI. Q3 X <II) ~ CG(v), so 11 is in a Sylow center of CG(v) by (1.5). Thus 
CF (v) = <v) X S, where S is a faithful extension of an extra special group 1 
of order 53, exponent 5 by a group of order 6 containing v*. Hence CR(v) is 
extra special of order 53 and v* acts fixed-point-freely on CR(v)/</l); 
similarly for CR(v*). Clearly CR(v) () CR(v*) = <11)' so I R I = 55. More-
over, if R is any characteristic subgroup of R containing <11), then 
R = C R(V) C R(V*); since the actions of von CR(v*)/</l) and v* on CR(v)/</l) 
are irreducible, and since v is conjugate to v* in Fl , we get R = R or <II). 
Hence R is extra special. As z inverts RI</l), we have (a). Since 
R = CR(v) CR(CR(V» and both subgroups are v*-invariant of order 53, 
CR(CR(V» = CR(v*), proving (b). 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let S5 = R(/2). Then S5ESyI5(G). N G(S5) is an 
extension 01 S5 by Z4 X Z4 . 
Proof. Since Q acts faithfully on Rand </IY2) is a Sylow 5-subgroup 
of Q, S5 E SyI5(FI) and Z(S5) ~ R. Hence Z(Ss) = Z(R) = <II), so 
S5ESyI5(G). LetF = N G«/l». Then NG(S5) ~F, and N G(S5) is the full 
inverse image inF of NF1R(SsIR). We haveF = RQl' where Ql is generated 
by Q and an element u of C mapping on (2354)(6798) in Cf<z) '" An. 
Thus NFlR(SsIR) '" NQ1«/IY2». By inspection of C, this last group is 
generated by IIY2 and a group isomorphic to Z4 X Z4 (containing u). The 
result follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. F2 '" «/2) X F2 *) W, where F2 * is nonabelian 01 
order 53, exponent 5, W '" l)3' and W acts laithfully on F2 *. An element 01 
order 3 in W is G-conjugate to VI . 
Proof. Let v and v* be as in Proposition 2.10 and choose I E CR(v) - <II). 
By (1.5), NG(v) () CGU) contains an involution. Hence I......., 11 or 12· Now Fl 
G 
controls fusion of its 3-elements, so if I......., 11' then I .......,11 in CG(v), contra-
G 
dicting (1.5). Hence I G 12· Let Z = CGU) and Zo = 02'(Z). Since 
I CG(z,j2)12 = 2, I Z : Zo I = 2. Let i E Z be an involution. From the 
structure of CG(i), I C(i) () Zo I = 52. Now Zo is solvable by [9]; it contains 
v by construction. Let Y be a Hall 5' -subgroup of Zo invariant under i, and 
containing v. Then Cy(i) = 1 so Y ~ Cz(v*). By (1.5), Y = <v). Thus 
Zo is 5-closed, and I Zo 15 - I C(v) () Zo I = 1 (mod 5). As Zo ? CR(v*), 
and I is not in a Sylow 5-center by 2.11, I Zo I = 54 . 3. The result follows 
withF2* = CR(v*) and W= <i,v). 
We investigate the orbits of F = N G( <11» on R. 
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are the orbits 01 F on R- and contain 720 and 2400 elements, respectively. II 
hE R- n Cc!G(f1), then CF (h) is a 5-group. 1 
Proof. Since R is extra special, every nontrivial coset of <II) in R is 
completely fused in R. Denote residues modulo <II) by bars. Let I E R be as 
in the preceding proof. Since R contains a Sylow 5-subgroup of CG(f), 
and 22 and 32 do not divide [ CG(f)[, 25 .3 . 51 [F: CFU)[. On the other 
hand, if j E QI - Q is an involution, then R = CR(j) C R(jZ) and so R 
contains a Sylow 5-subgroup of CG(j) (of order 52). Thus CR(j) does not 
contain II , but contains a G-conjugatej' of II . Since CR(v) - <II) C Cc!G(f2), 
the last statement of Proposition 2.1 O(b) yields 3 -r [ C FU') [. Also z inverts 
R so the quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups of Q act semiregularly on R#. Thus 
24321 [F: CFU')[. Since 24 . 32 + 25 .3 ·5 = 54 - I, we are done. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. 8 5 is generated by elements II, g2 , ga , g4 , g5'/2 01 
order 5 subject to defining relations [g2, g5] = [ga , g5] = [g4 , ga] = 11 , 
[gi ,/2] = gi-I lor i = 3, 4, 5, and other commutators 01 generators trivial. 
Moreover, g2 ,..., II . 
G 
In particular, we note that 8 5 has class 5, 8 5' = <II , g2 , ga , g4)' Z2(85) = 
<II, g2)' and in the above notation, R = <II, g2 ,ga ,g4 ,g5)' 
Proof. Again let bars denote residues mod</l)' Let j' and I be G-
conjugates of 11 and 12 in R - <II)' By the preceding, 12 centralizes some 
conjugate of I' but none of 1 in R. Now CaU') has order 22 . 5 so contains 
a unique subgroup of order 5. Since the number of Sylow 5-subgroups of 
Q is the number ofF-conjugates of <f') in R (36), we must have [ CR(2) [ = 5. 
(Note that j' is real since j' /"'oJ 12)' Thus R is a uniserial </2)-module. 
_ G 
Let Rm be its unique maximal submodule. 
Let h5 be any element of R such that h5 ¢ Rm and put hi-1 = [hi '/2] for 
i = 5,4,3. Clearly R = <h5 , h4 , ha ,h2). We attempt to verify the claimed 
relations, with h's instead of g's. First, h2 E Z2(85) - Z(R) so CS.(h2) :t R. 
Thus CSs(h2) is not abelian. To show [h2 '/2] = I we may replace h2 by 
hdl j for some j and assume h2z = h;,l. Then z normalizes CSs(h2). If this 
group does not contain 12, then CSs(z) = <II '/2) implies that z acts 
fixed-point-freely on CSs(h2), a contradiction. Thus [h2 ,/2] = 1. ~o 12 
normalizes C R(h2), a maximal subgroup of R. Hence C R(h2) = Rm = 
<1i2 , lia ,li4). Then [h2 ,ha] = [h2 ,h4] = 1. As <h2 , ha , h4 ) is not abelian, 
[h4' ha] = lin for some n =1= 0 (mod 5). [ha , h5] E Z(R) so [ha , h5] = 
[ha, h5Y' = [h2ha, h4h5]; by bilinearity of commutation in R, [h2' h5] = 
[ha , h4]. Similarly, [ha , h5] = [ha, h4]. Thus all claimed relations hold 
except possibly [h4' haJ = 11 and [h4' h5] = 1. Suppose [h4 , h5] = 11k, 
and pick m such that 2m + k == 0 (mod 5). Define g5 = h5ham and 
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gi-l = [gi ,12] for i = 5,4,3. Then [g5 ,g4] = [h5h3m, h4h2mflm] = 1; 
if we replace f1 by fIn, we have all claimed relations for the g's. Since they 
obviously define a group of order 56, they are defining relations for 8 5 . 
Finally, since [f2' g2] = 1, g2""'" A by Lemma 2.13. 
G 
We will need the following count of elements of 8 5 for character-theoretic 
computations in Section 5. Because of Lemma 2.13, we only consider 8 5 - R. 
LEMMA 2.15. (a) Every nontrivial coset of 8 5' in <f2) 85' contains 53 
conjugates of f1 and 4 . 53 of f2 . 
(b) Every coset of 85' in 85 besides the above and those contained in R 
consists of elements g such that Cs (g) = < g) X <A). All such g are conjugate s 
in NG(85). 
(c) 8 5 has exponent 5. 
Proof. Let hE <f1 ,f2) - <f1)· From the relations defining 8 s we 
compute that Cs (h) = <f1 ,f2 ,g2)' and h is not 8 s-conjugate to hili for s f1i =F 1. Thus hf1i has 53 conjugates in 8 s , and since <h,f1) = <f1,j2)' 
exactly one hf1j(0 ~ j ~ 4) is conjugate to f1' the remainder to f2. This 
proves (a). 
From the relations on 8 5 , we compute that 8 5'<f2) = Css(Z2(8s» and 
also R is the only subgroup of 8 5 of its isomorphism type. Thus N G(8s) 
normalizes Rand 8 5'<f2); by Proposition 2.11 and the structure of GL(2, 5), 
N G(8s) fuses all the 16 cosets of 8 s' in 8 s referred to in (b). One such coset 
contains g = gs/2' which by the relations defining 8 s has order 5 and 
8 s-centralizer < g) X <f1). In particular, it is fused to all 54 elements of g8s', 
which proves (b). (c) is now immediate. 
PROPOSITION 2.16. Let g be as above. One of the following holds: 
(I) f1' f2' and g represent the G-conjugacy classes of nonidentity 
5-elements and I C G( g) I = 52. 
(II) f1 and f2 represent the G-conjugacy classes of nonidentity 5-elements. 
Proof. In view of Lemmas 2.13 and 2.15, we need only prove CG(g) = 
< g) X <f1) in case (I). Let K = < g) X <f1) and L = CG( g). Obviously, 
K E SyI5(L) and I L I is odd. Now g is real by Lemma 2.15, so there is an 
involution bE NG(K) inverting g. Then b normalizes <f1), the only G-
conjugate of <f1) in K. If b EFI , then since FI has one class of involutions, 
the inverted set of b on 8 518s' is RI 8 s', which does not contain g85'185'. 
Hence b rf=F1 , so b inverts K. By all our results on centralizers of 1T-elements, 
g centralizes no 1T-{5} elements of G, so L is a {5} U 1T'-groUP and is inverted 
by b. Hence L ~ CG(fI) = FI and we are done. 
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TABLE I 
Classes and Centralizers of '7T-Elements of G 
x 
1 
2(z) 
4(t) 
81(a1) 
82(a2) 
31(V1) 
3.(v.) 
9(d) 
51(1) 
5.U.) 
(53(g) 
7(s) 
Q(yCll) I 111(e) 
11.(e-1) 
61(ZVl) 
6.(zv.) 
63(zV3) 
18(zd) 
101(z!1) 
10.(z!.) 
301( =2 . 31 . 51) 
30.( =2 . 3 •. 51) 
14 
Q(\hl) 1421(=2.31 , 7) 
42.(=2' 31 . 7) 
Q(V _11)1221(=2' 111) 
/22.( =2 . 11.) 
121(=4' 31) 
12.( =4 . 3.) 
20 (=4' 51) 
28 
241( = 8 •. 31) 
\24.(=81 ' 3.) 
/24.( = 81 • 3.) 
CG(X) 
G 
JIll 
4 * A7 * 2 
8 * A4 
8 * As 
3 *McL 
spec 36 • SU ± (2, 5) 
9.23 
x spec 55 . SL(2, 9) 
(spec 53 . 5) . 23 
5 . 5) 
7· SL(2, 3) 
11 .23 
11 .23 
3 . JIs 
3 . 3 . SU ± (2, 5) 
2 . (Z3lZ3) . 2 
18 
5· SL(2, 9) 
10 . 5 
30·3 
30· 3 
7· SL(2, 3) 
42 
42 
22 
22 
12 * A, * 2 
12 * 23 
40 
28 
24 
24 
24 
551 
Table continued 
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TABLE I (continued) 
x 
Q(VlO) \401(=8 •. 51) 
140.( = 8. . 51) 
151(=31 .51) 
15.( = 31 • 5.) 
153( = 3 •. 51) 
Q(V21) \21 1(=31 .7) 
121.(=31 .7) 
. /-1331(=31 .111) Q(V -11) 
33.( = 31 • 11.) 
40 
40 
3 . spec 53 . 6 
15 . 5 
30·3 
42 
42 
33 
33 
We are now in a position to list the conjugacy classes and centralizers of 
1T-elements of G. Namely, we have derived enough information about 
centralizers of elements of prime power order to determine the classes, 
centralizers, and primary decomposition of 1T-elements of composite order. 
We omit the details and simply summarize the results in Table 1. Bracketed 
elements generate conjugate cyclic subgroups; the field given is the field of 
all ordinary character values on the appropriate element. 
We remark that it will be shown in Section 3 that case (I) holds, i.e., class 
53 exists. We assume this in the next result. 
To conclude this section, we analyze the local subgroup B = N G(Z2(85», 
which will be of use in Section 5. Let 8 = CG(Z2(85». Using Lemma 2.13 
and Proposition 2.14, we conclude that 8 = <fl , g2 , g3 , g4 ,f2)' a group 
of order 55. 
PROPOSITION 2.17. (a) B ~ F. 
(b) B is a split faithful extension of 8 by GL(2, 5). The B-chief factors 
in 8 have order 52, 5, 52. 
(c) Elements of order 3 in Bare G-conjugate to v2 . 
Proof. Let Z = Z2(85). By Proposition 2.14, every nonidentity element 
of Z is G-conjugate to fl. Lemmas 2.15 and 2.13 show that the only such 
subgroups of 8 5 of order 52 are F-conjugate to z. It follows that B controls 
fusion of subgroups of Z, and in particular, B does not normalize <fl)' 
whence (a). Moreover, by Lemma 2.13, I NF(Z) : CF(Z) I = 24 . 5 since fl 
is rational and so since B is transitive on the subgroups of Z of order 5, 
I Bj8 I = 25 • 3 ·5 and Bj8 "-' GL(2, 5). From Proposition 2.14, 8jZ is 
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nonabelian, so B leaves invariant the factors S/S'Z, S'Z/Z, Z. An involution 
in a Sylow center of B must act nontrivially on the top factor, for otherwise 
it would centralize S/Z, contradicting I C 15 = 52. Hence B/S acts faithfully 
on the top factor. Since S5 has exponent 5 and B leaves a chain of S with 
abelian factors invariant, three applications of a theorem of Gaschiitz [11] 
yield that B splits over S, proving (b). 
Finally, let v E B be of order 3, and suppose v,....., V l • v centralizes S'Z/Z G 
and thus an element h E S' Z - Z. Thus v normalizes the abelian subgroup 
< h, Z) of C G( h) of order 53. In view of Propositions 2.1 O(b) and 2.12, such a 
configuration is impossible. This contradiction completes the proof. 
3. THE ORDER OF G 
Let g = I G I, and ga = the a-part of I G I for any set a of primes. For 
any x E G, let c(x) = I CG(x)l. Now by Propositions 2.1, 2.3, 2.8, 2.9, and 
2.11, g7T = 28 • 37 • 56 ·7 . 11 = 673596000000. For any p E TT, we count 
the number of solutions in G of XU" = 1 and obtain by Frobenius' theorem 
where the sum ranges over representatives Xi of conjugacy classes of non-
identity p-elements of G. The coefficient of g7T' is computable from Table I, 
and we obtain g7T' - 49, 304, 3, 3 modulo 28,37, 7, 11, respectively. For 
p = 5, gn' -1276 and 3101 (mod 56) in cases (I) and (II) of Proposition 
2.16, respectively. Combining these congruences, we obtain 
gn' = 76849 = 31 . 37 . 67 (mod gn) in case (I), 
gn' = 646652236849 (mod gn) in case (II). (1 ) 
Let a be the set of primes p in TT' for which G contains a strongly real 
element of order p. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exist subsets al , a2 , ... , an of a and subgroups Hi and 
Ni of G such that 
(a) a is the disjoint union of al , a2 , ... , an . 
(b) Hi is an abelian Hall arsubgroup of G and a TI set. 
(c) Hi = CG(x) for all x E Hi#' 
(d) Ni = NG(Hi) is a Frobenius group with kernel Hi and complement 
of even order. 
Proof. If a is empty there is nothing to prove. Let x be any strongly real 
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a-element, and set H = CG(x). Let b be an involution inverting x. From 
Table I, the centralizer of a nonidentity 7T-element of G is a 7T-group, so H 
is a 7T' -group and b inverts H. Thus H is an abelian a-group. Moreover, the 
same argument may now be applied to any x' E H# to yield that CG(x') is 
abelian. Therefore CG(x') = H for all x' E H#. So H is a TI set and a Hall 
subgroup of G; setting N = NG(H), we have (b), (c), and (d) for Hand N. 
If W is any strongly real a-element, then W = CG(w) satisfies (b) and (c), 
so if (I WI, 1 HI) =1= 1, then some conjugate of W intersects H by (b), and 
hence equals H by (c). Hence if we choose HI'"'' Hn to represent conjugacy 
classes of centralizers of strongly real a-elements, and put Ni = NG(Hi) 
and ai = 7T(Hi) , the lemma follows. 
Define hi = 1 Hi I, ei = 1 Ni : Hi I, and Wi = (hi - I)Jei , for 
i = 1,2, ... , n. By (c), Ni controls G-fusion of elements of Hi , so Wi is the 
number of conjugacy classes of G intersecting Hi#' Also, by standard 
arguments [8, 19], there exists for each i a set ~ of Wi exceptional characters 
of G which coincide on conjugacy classes not meeting Hi#' Since ~ is closed 
under algebraic conjugation, every character in ~ is rational on 7T-elements ofG. 
By a result of Brauer and Fowler [5], gJC(Z)2 does not exceed the number 
of classes of strongly real elements of G. As G has at most 43 classes of 
7T-elements, we obtain 
(2) 
On the other hand, since the hi are pairwise coprime, n~~1 hi 1 g,,' . Using 
Wi < thi' we get n;:'1 hi < 1250(86 + L~~1 hi) which implies n,s;; 4, 
since the hi are 7T' -numbers. 
We now prove thatg,,' < 6 X 1011. Suppose not; then by (2) a is nonempty. 
We may assume that WI is the largest Wi . From (2), 
(3) 
and so WI > 5 X 107• Let x be any nonidentity 2,5, 7, or II-element; 
from Table I, WI > 1 CG(x)l. However, by the orthogonality relations, 
[ CG(x) [ ~ W1 X(X)2 for any X E Y;. ; since X(x) is rational, X(x) = O. Therefore 
every character in Y;. is of defect zero for 2,5, 7, and 11. Summing the 
squares of the degrees of the characters in Y;. yields g ): 216 • 512 . 72 . 112 . WI , 
so WI ~ 37g,,-/28 • 56 ·7 . 11, contradicting (3). Therefore g,,' < 6 X 1011, and 
since the numbers in (1) are least positive residues, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.2. 1 G 1 = 28 . 37 • 56 ·7 . 11 . 31 . 37 . 67. Case (1) of 
Proposition 2.16 occurs. 
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Finally, we determine TT' -local structure: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Sylow 31,37, and 67-subgroups of G are self-centralizing 
and of indices 6, 18, and 22, respectively, in their normalizers. 
Proof. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and N = N G(P), By Sylow's 
theorem, I G : P I = IN: P I (mod p). Using the previous result, we find 
IN: PI - 6, 18,22 (modp) for p = 31,37,67, respectively. Since the 
centralizer of a TT' -group is a TT' -group, I c(p)11 grr' in each case. For 
p = 31, we get IN: P 1130 . 37 . 67, so IN: PI = 6 or 37. However, 
N(P) > C(P) by Burnside's theorem, so IN: P I = 6. Similarly, for p = 37, 
IN: P 1136' 67 so IN: P I = 18, and for p = 67, IN: P 1166 so 
IN:PI = 22. 
It can be checked readily that no known simple group has order I G I, 
so that G is indeed new if it exists. 
4. ORDINARY CHARACTERS OF G 
In this section, we shall only outline proofs, to avoid tedious calculations. 
From Table I and Proposition 3.3, G has 43 + 5 + 2 + 3 = 53 conjugacy 
classes. Let rp = {7, 11,31,37, 67}. For p E rp let N p be a Sylow p-normalizer 
in G. Then the p-blocks and ordinary irreducible characters of Np of defect 1 
are in one-to-one correspondence with those of G, and corresponding 
characters are equal up to sign on the section of an element of order p [3]. 
Further, the sign is determined by the residue class of the degree of the 
character of G modulo p. 
We first compute the degrees Xi = Xi(l) of the irreducible characters 
of G. Examining Nal , N37 , and N67 , we find that G has only one p-block 
of defect 1 for each of these primes, containing 6, 18, and 22 characters of 
degree - ± 1 (mod p), respectively, and 5, 2, and 3 "exceptional" characters 
of degrees - ±6 (mod 31), ±18 (mod 37), and ±22 (mod 67), respectively. 
For p = 11, Nll has three 11-blocks of defect 1, corresponding to the three 
irreducible characters of .Ea (see Proposition 2.9). Let Bo(1!), B I (l1), and 
B2(11) be the 11-blocks of G corresponding to the principal, alternating, 
and faithful characters of .Ea , respectively. Then Bo(1I) and BI (1I) each 
contain five characters of degree - ±I (mod 11), and two exceptional 
characters of degree == ±5 (mod 11). B2(11) contains five characters of 
degree ±2 (mod 11) and two exceptionals of degree _ ±I (mod 11). 
For p = 7, N7 has five 7-blocks of defect 1, corresponding to the orbits of 
the irreducible characters of SL(2, 3) under the action of GL(2, 3) (see 
Proposition 2.8). Let Bi (7), i = 0, 1,2,3,4, be the 7-blocks of G cor-
responding to the principal, nonprincipal linear, rational faithful, irrational 
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faithful, and degree 3 characters of SL(2, 3), respectively. Then Bo(7) has 7 
characters, of degree ±l (mod 7); B I (7) has 3 of degree ±2 (mod 7) and 
two exceptionals of degree ±l (mod 7); B2(7) has 7 of degree ±2 (mod 7); 
B 3(7) has 3 of degree ±4 (mod 7) and two exceptionals of degree ±2 (mod 7); 
B4(7) has 7 of degree ±3 (mod 7). In each case the exceptionals are 
algebraically conjugate and so have the same degrees. 
Accordingly, a list was obtained by computer of all positive divisors of 
1 G 1 satisfying one of the above congruences (mod p) or divisible by p for 
each p E rp. For each p-block B we have the degree equation Li XiXi(X) = 0 
where x is an element of order p and the sum ranges over Xi in B [4]. Using 
these and a few miscellaneous facts which we state below, we can show that 
the degrees of the characters in p-blocks of defect I are uniquely determined 
for p E rp. We obtain in all a set of 50 degrees and so G has 3 characters whose 
degree is divisible by all primes in rp. Their degrees are uniquely determined 
by the conditions Li Xi2 = 1 G I, Xi == Xi(g) (mod 5), Li 1 xi(g)12 = 52, 
Li XiXi( g) = 0, where g is an element of class 53' and the sums range over 
all irreducible characters Xi . 
In determining the Xi we use the following. The principal p-block contains 
the principal character. The sum of the squares of any set of x/s does not 
exceed 1 G I. For g E 53' Xi( g) - Xi (mod 5), g is rational, and Li Xi( g)2 = 52 
(this restricts the number of Xi not divisible by 5). CG(z) '" Au has no 
2-block with defect group <z), since Au has no 2-blocks of defect 0, so G 
has no 2-blocks of defect 1 [4], and therefore no characters of 2-defect 1 [2]. 
VI/<v l ) '" McL has three 3-blocks of defect 0, two of which are conjugate 
in VI*I<v l ). Thus VI* has two 3-blocks with defect group <VI)' so also G 
does. It is easily seen that these blocks each contain at least three characters, 
so G has at least six characters of 3-defect 1. 
Once the Xi are known the values of characters on p-singular elements 
are determined for p E rp, as remarked at the beginning of this section. 
Further, the values of the characters in 3-blocks with defect group <VI) can 
be computed on the sections of nonidentity 3-elements from the character 
table of McL. With these values known, the remaining entries of the character 
table are uniquely determined by the orthogonality relations on columns 
and various conditions of the sort: Xi 1 H is a character of H, for local sub-
groups H of G. We obtain Table II as the character table of G. In the table 
we give only one representative for each algebraic conjugacy class of characters 
and for each rational conjugacy class of elements. The irrational character 
values are as follows: E, A, and ft are values of faithful characters of Frobenius 
groups of orders 31 . 6, 37 . 18, 67 . 22 on elements of the kernel, 
1 ± Vn 
a = 2 
-1 ± V-ll 
f3 = 2 ' y = ±v'6, o = ±v'10. 
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TABLE II 
p=7 p=l1 2 
o 
4 
3 
o 
4 
3 
4 
o Xl 
X2 1534500 
X. 45694 
2 x. 3028266 
o X. 4997664 
X. 4226695 
2 X7 38734375 
660 16 
110 26 
1242 6 
672 0 
759 35 
-825 15 
2 
o 
1 
6 -36 -3 
4 29 2 
o 4 63 
000 
5 111 
3 -5 15 
o 
12 
3 
2 
5 
5 
o -3 
6 12 
o 
o 
2 
2 
o X8 1152735 -417 -1 -1 -1 63 
3 3 
o -6 
3 -3 
4 -1 
o 0 
3 -2 
2 
X. 53765625 
XIO 56022921 
Xu 52994655 
Xl. 381766 
-375 -35 -1 -5 -15 -15 3 
297 - 15 - 3 5 - 63 0 0 
-945 -21 -3 63 0 0 
-154 14 2 -6 14 11 -1 
o 
12 
15 
11 
o 
2 
o 
1 Xl3 5379430 -826 14 -2 6 14 -1 -7 -1 -1 
o 2 Xu 19212250 330 22 -4 0 -6 9 -3 -10 0 
4 2 Xu 64906250 -550 -50 4 0 -70 5 -1 0 0 
o Xl. 48174 126 -14 0 -4 21 6 0 1 
o Xl7 18395586 594 6 0 -4 90 0 0 9-1 
1 Xl8 18395586 594 6 0 -4 -45 0 0 9-1 
Xl. 16906780 44 16 -2 -6 20 5 -1 9-1 
2 x'o 10758860 -308 28 0 0 28 -14 -2 22 2 
o X21 21312500 -1100 20 0 0 -50 10 -2 0 0 
X22 28787220 -924 56 -2 -6 -84 -9 3 1 
o 0 X23 3073960 -1112 8 0 0 -20 10 4 18 -2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
4 
4 
4 
1 
2 
2480 -16 
X2. 30739600 -1200 
X2. 45694000 880 
X27 27252720 1584 
X28 27252720 1584 
X2. 36887520 -1440 
X30 120064 0 
X31 43110144 0 
X3. 22609664 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
X33 44159500 -1540 56 
X3. 45648306 -990 -34 
X35 45648306 - 990 - 34 
X36 33813560 2552 8 
X37 11834746 -1078 14 
X38 29586865 
X39 71008476 
385 21 
924 28 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
2 
o 
o 
o 
o 8 -4 2 4 -1 
o 120 0 6 0 0 
o 64 4 -2 -10 0 
o -24 -12 0 4-1 
o 48 6 0 4-1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
48 -12 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o -20 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
6 -28 -1 -1 
4 42 -6 0 
4 -21 12 0 
o -28 2 -4 
5 
5 
5 
2 
o -4 119 2 2 -13 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
2 
2 
3 -1 49 -8 -2 5 0 
o 0 - 84 6 6 - 26 - 1 
Table continued 
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X, 
X2 
X3 
X4 
x. 
x. 
x? 
X8 
X9 
X,O 
Xu 
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TABLE II (continued) 
o 2 -1 2 -1 0 4 1 0-1 
-1 -2 -1 2 1 0 5 2 1 0 
o 3 3 0 0 -1 3 0 0 
o 0 0 -3 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 
-2 -1 
-1 -1 
000 
1980 
253 
5103 
8064 
o -4 -2-1 o - 1 -1 - 1 1 0 0 0 - 209 
o 0 0 o 3 0 1 0 0 0 - 10625 
o 3 3 3 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 2751 
o -4 0 0 -1 -1 1 
o 3 -3 0 0 0-3 
-1 0 0 0 8625 
o -1 0 0 -1 0 -5103 
o 0 300 3 0 o -1 0 5103 
X,2 - 1 0 -1 - 4 0 0 2 - 1 0 - 1 - 1 0 - 1 - 770 
X,3 - 1 0 -1 - 1 0 - 1 2 - 1 0 - 1 0 1 7294 
Xu 0 -1 -1 1 0 - 2 1 0 -1 2 0 - 5270 
X,S -1 3 0 0 0 0 -2 1 0 1 0 -1 0 -1750 
X,. 0 0 0 (3 - 2 -1 0 0 357 
X,? 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 -6 0 2 0 -1 -16038 
X,S o -1 0 0 ~ 0 3 0 -1 0 -1 8019 
X,. - 1 2 0 0 - 1 0 4 1 0 1 1 2 - 1 6292 
x'o 1 0 - 2 1 0 0 4 - 2 0 0 - 2 0 0 - 9604 
Xu 
X2. 
X.3 
X.4 
X2S 
X2. 
X2? 
1 -1 0 0-1 
o 0 1 0 
o 0 
-1 -2 -2 
o 4 0 0 
-2 -1 -1 
o 2 1 -2 ~ 
o 2 2 
o -4 -1 
-1 -4 2 
-(3 0 0 
-1 0 0 
000 
000 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 0 -1 0 
1 0-1 
o -2 0 
o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
000 0 
o 000 
2750 
-2772 
5356 
104 
6040 
3520 
2376 
X.8 0 2 -2 1 -1 0 0 0 0 y 0 0 0 -4752 
X29 0 2 - 2 - 2 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16752 
X30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 896 
X3l 0 0 0 0 0 
X32 0 0 0 0 0 
X33 -1 0 2 -1 0 
X34 0 -3 2 -1 0 
X3S 0 -3 -1 2 0 
Xu -1 -3 2 2 0 
X3? -1 0 -1 2 0 
o 0 0 000 
o 0 0 0 0 0 
o -4 -1 0-1 
o 2 2 -2 0 1 
o -1 -4 1 0 1 
o -4 2 0 0-2 
o -1 2 -1 0-1 
000 
o 0 -9856 
o 1540 
1 -1 -20790 
-1 10395 
o 11396 
o -1001 
X3S 0 -1 2 0 0 - 3 0 -1 0 0 -1 15169 
X39 0 0 0 0 4 -2 0 0 -2 0 0 -10164 
Table continued 
Xl 
X2 
X3 
X. 
X. 
X. 
X, 
X8 
X. 
XIO 
Xu 
Xu 
Xl3 
Xu 
Xl5 
Xl. 
Xl? 
Xl8 
Xl. 
X20 
X21 
X •• 
X.3 
X •• 
X2. 
X2. 
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TABLE II (continued) 
117 0 
10 
5 0 2 -1 0 125 0 0 2 0 0 -1 -1 
3 3 0 0 69 - 6 - 1 - 2 0 0 - 1 0 
o 0 3 -2 0 
-36 0 14 -1 -1 
115 -2 -9 0 
40 -2 
51 0 
o 0 
-15 
o 
o 
67 
31 
o o o 
o -3 2 
o 3-2 
1 5 0 
19 -1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
2 
49 -2 5 0-1 
5 -1 0 0 0 
6 0 7 2 
o -1 141 16 
o 1 164 14-1 
o -180 -5 0 
o 
o 
235 
o 0 
10 0 
100 
o -204-4 
o -1 -345 -20 
o 0 -109 -9 
o 1 55 5 
o 
1 
o 
o 
1 -1 -250 0 0 
o -1 0 0 0 
o {3 49 -1-1 
3 -1 0 
o 1-1 
400 
1 -2 -1 
3 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
4 
3 -2 
o -1 
o 0 
o 1 
2 
3 
o 
o 0 
000 
o -1 0 
o 0 
000 
000 
o -1 0 
o 0 
o 0 12 2 0-1 
o 0 -6 -1 0 (X 
-107 -8 2 -2 -1 
o -39 
o -39 
o -95 
11 
11 
5 
1 -1 
1 -1 
o 2 
2 
{3 
o 
o 
o 
o 0-1 
o 0-1 
o 0 0 
-46 -1 -4 -1 0-1 110 10 0 0 2 0 0 0 
50 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 o 0 0 -1 0 0-'\ 
63 0 3 -2 3 0 0 345 - 5 0 0 0 0 -1 0 
10 
-4 -1 
6 
4 -1 
o -1 210 
1 -1 {3 -20 
-8 -2 -10 0 2 -1 1 -400 
- 44 - 5 0 1 - 1 0 250 
10 0 
5 0 
1 -1 
2 {3 
o 
o 
o 0 
o 0 -4 0 0 0 
o 0 2 0 0 -1 0 
X2' 108 0 1 -2 -(X 0 220 -5 0 -2 0 0 0 
X.8 - 54 0 - 2 - 2 1 1 0 220 - 5 0 - 2 0 0 0 X.. 12 0 2 2 2 1 - 1 20 20 0 - 2 - 1 0 0 0 
X30 - 32 - 2 4 -1 - 2 0 - f3 64 14 -1 0 2{3 1 -1 0 
X31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 144 - 6 -1 0 0 - € 1-1 
X32 80 2 -6 -1 0 0 0 -336 14 -1 0 0 0 O-p, 
X33 -161 1 -10 0 -1 0 0 125 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
X3. -54 0 10 0 1 0 0 181 6 1 -3 0 0 0 0 
X36 108 0 -5 0 -2 0 0 181 6 1 -3 0 0 0 0 
X3. 
X3' 
X38 
X39 
2 -1 -4 2 0 0 -190 10 0 -3 0 0 0 0 
106 -1 -1 -4 0 0 371 -4 o 0 0 0 0 
-32 19 -1 -2 0 0 -635 -10 0 o 0 0 0 0 
-66 0 11 -1 0 0 -274 o 0 0 0 0 
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A bar over a character or a class signifies irrationality. An integer n in the 
column p = 7 or p = 11 means that the character belongs to the block 
Bn(p)· 
Since the arithmetic involved in the above computations is tedious and 
complicated, it is desirable to have an independent check on the table, which 
is provided by Brauer's characterization of characters. Namely, using the 
results of Section 2, it is not difficult to show that every elementary subgroup 
of G is conjugate to a subgroup of one of the following groups: CG(x), x an 
element of order p E tp; a Sylow 2- or 5-subgroup of G; <fI) X Q, 
Q '" SL(2, 9); CG(f2); CG(g) whereg E 53; <v2) X S, S '" SDI6 ; <z) X w, 
W '" Z3 L Z3 ; VI' Letting H denote one of these subgroups, we can check 
by hand that for each Xi in Table II, Xi I H is a generalized character of H, 
except when H = VI' J. McKay has checked on a computer that Xi I VI 
is a generalized character of VI' and also that (Xi' Xi) = 1 for all i. (The 
character table of VI was constructed by G. James.) By Brauer's theorem, 
each Xi in Table II is an irreducible character of G, so the table is correct. 
5. Two PERMUTATION REPRESENTATIONS OF G 
In this section we analyze the structure of two permutation representations 
of G of degree .---10'. These appear to be the representations of G of lowest 
degree. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The permutation representation of G on the cosets of 
VI * = N G« VI») has degree 53 . 31 . 37 . 67, rank 5, and subdegrees 
1, 23 . 52 . 7 . 11, 23 . 35 • 52 . 11, 22 • 35 • 52 . 7 . 11, and 27. 36 • 7 . 11. 
The corresponding double point stabilizers are VI *, (spec 36 • SL(2, 5)) * (2 . 2), 
A7 . 2, A6 * (2 . 2), and spec 53 . I3 . 
Proof. Any double-point stabilizer is of the form 
In particular, its structure can be determined from the structure of 
NG«VI,VI'»). Choosing VI' = VI' we get GVl"V1 = VI*' Choosing VI' to 
map on (456) in CJ<z), we have <VI' VI') = <VI' V2) = Z(S3)' Now it is 
straightforward that C contains an involution inverting VI and centralizing 
VI', and vice versa, and the two involutions generate a Ds. Therefore 
GV1 • V1 ' = CG(vi , VI') * (2 . 2). By Proposition 2.3, CG(vi , VI') '" 
spec 36 • SL(2, 5). 
For VI' mapping on (234) in C, <VI' V/) = SL(2, 3), and so GVl"V1' ~ C. 
Now C contains an involution inverting both VI and VI', but no elements 
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inverting one and ce_ntralizing the other, so GV1 • V1 ' = C(VI--' VI') . 2. But 
clearly C(VI , VI') ::::::. A7 . Similarly, for VI' mapping on (345) in C, <VI, V/) ~ 
8L(2, 5), GV1 •V1':::;; C, C has a pair of involutions generating a Ds, 
each inverting one of VI' VI' and cen,!ralizing the other, so GVl'V1' = 
CG(vI , VI') * (2 . 2), and CG(vI , VI') '" A 6 • Finally, let f E C be of order 5 
mapping on (78910 11), F = CG(f), R = 05(F). Let VI* map on (456) in 
C; then by Proposition 2.10, C R( VI *) is nonabelian of order 53 and exponent 5, 
and VI acts fixed-point-free on its Frattini quotient. Hence there exists a 
conjugate VI' of VI such that <vI' V/) = CR(VI*)<VI). Thus if an 
element of GV1 •V1 ' inverts either VI or VI', Jt inverts the other, so 
I G V1 •V/ : C(VI , vI')1 :::;; 2. From the structure of F we see that C(VI , VI') = 
C R(VI)<VI *). 
Therefore G has rank at least 5; the first four stated sub degrees are correct, 
and the fifth is correct except for a possible additional factor of 2. Since the 
stated sub degrees sum to I G : VI * I, the result follows. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. (a) The permutation character of G on the cosets of 
VI * is 1 + X2 + X3 + X4 + X5 • 
(b) The projective indecomposable module for G over the 67 -adics 
involving the trivial module has character 1 + X2 • 
Proof. Let 8 be the permutation character. Since 8(1) - 0 (mod 67), 
(8, 1) = 1, and 8(1) < 107, examination of the character table reveals that 
X2 r:: 8, and X2 is the only constituent of 8 of degree - -1 (mod 67) since 
(8,8) = 5. Clearly 8 is a sum of 67-projective indecomposables, and so (b) 
follows [2]. Similarly, 8(1) = 0 (mod 31) implies X5 r:: 8. Thus 8 - 1 - X2 - X5 
is a rational sum of two characters, of degree 3073960; inspecting the character 
table, we get 8 - 1 - X2 - X5 = X3 + X4, as required. 
We now consider the other permutation representation, on the cosets of a 
subgroup H '" G2(5) whose existence we establish by the "Brauer trick". 
Now NG«fI» = R . QI' where QI is a split extension of A6 (fixing 1,2,3, 
4, 5 in C) by an element u of order 4 conjugating fI and f2 to their squares. 
Let Q2 be the subgroup of QI such that Q2/<z) is the stabilizer of the point 11 
in QI/<z) :::;; Cf<z). Thus Q2 is an extension of A5 by U. Put A = R . Q2 , 
B = NG(Z2(85», H = <A, B), and D = A n B. Now Ni<fdlI» 
has Sylow 2-subgroups of order 16, by inspection of C, and since 
8 5 = R . <fdlI ), we have A ~ N G(85 ) by Proposition 2.11. Clearly 
B ~ NG(85), so D ~ NG(85). On the other hand, DI<fI) normalizes 
Z2(85)f<fI) so by Lemma 2.13, I D I :::;; 56 . 24. Thus D = NG(85). 
Now since I C 15 = 52 and I 8 5 I = 56, 8 5 contains a Sylow 5-subgroup 
of C(x) for each involution XED by [21]. If dE D has order 4, then d 
normalizes a Sylow 5-subgroup of CG(d2); by inspection of Au, I Cs6(d) I = 5. 
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With this information and Lemmas 2.13 and 2.15, we find that D contains 
1224 elements of 51 ,4400 of 52' 10000 of 53' 15000 of 101, 30000 of 102 , 
150000 of 20, 1875 of 2, and 37500 of 4. We compute (X3 I D, I D) = 6. 
Next, we compute I K () A I for each conjugacy class K of G. A contains 6 
Sylow 5-subgroups, any two of which intersect in R, so if K consists of 
5-elements, I K () A I can be derived from Lemmas 2.13 and 2.15. Now Q2 
contains a Hall {2, 3}-subgroup of A, so contains a conjugate of each {2, 3}-
element of A by the Schur-Zassellhaus theorem. Since Q2 is a complement of 
R in A, it controls fusion of its {2, 3}-elements in A. So by inspecting Q2 ~ C, 
we get a list of {2, 3}-conjugacy classes in A. If x E A is a {2, 3}-element, 
then clearly CA(x) = CR(x) CQ (x). Further, we can identify CR(x). Namely, 2 
if I x I = 3, then CR(x) E Syls(CG(x)) by Proposition 2.10; if x = z, then 
CR(x) = <It); if x is an involution in Q2 - Q2' then factorizing R under 
<x, z) yields CR(x) E Syls(CG(x)); if x has order 2n, then CR(x) can be 
identified inside CR(xn ). So we compute CA(x) for any {2, 3}-element x, and 
in particular I cclA(x)l. The only elements of A not so far counted are those 
of composite order divisible by 5; we count these by inspecting Cix) for 
various {2, 3}-elements x. Thus we can compute (X3 I A, l A ) = 4. The same 
methods applied to B yield (x31 B, I B ) = 3; we use Proposition 2.17. We 
omit the details. 
As (x31 A, l A ) + (X3 I B, I B) > (x31 D, I D), H = <A, B) < G, by the 
"Brauer trick", and X3 is a constituent of the permutation character .p of G 
on the cosets of H. Our next objective is to show H ~ G2(5). Let] = CH(z). 
LEMMA 5.3. ] has a subgroup of index 2 isomorphic to SL(2, 5) 0 SL(2, q) 
for q = 5 or 9. Moreover, Z 1= Z*(H). 
Proof. We have C;? ] ;? CA(z) = <fl) Q2' Also Z E B, so there is an 
involution ZI E Z*(B) centralizing z. Since B induces GL(2, 5) on Z2(SS) but 
Z does not act as a scalar, Z 0/= ZI • So Z '" ZZI in B. On the other hand, ZI 
inverts fl , so ZI lies in NA <It», which lies between <fl) Q2 and <fl) Ql ; 
it follows that ZI '" ZZI in ]. Therefore Z '" ZI in H. In particular, Z 1= Z*(H). 
Also, since C B(ZI) contains G-conjugates of V 2 by Proposition 2.17, ] contains 
two copies of SL(2, 5), in which the elements of order 3 are G-conjugate to 
VI and V 2 . 
Suppose that ] ~ Nd<fl» = <fl) Ql' Since Q2 is maximal in Ql and 
contains no conjugates of V2 , ] = <fl) Ql' Thus N G( <fl» = RQI ~ H. 
Now Z is the only central involution in a Sylow 2-subgroup of QI' so QI 
contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. Let v E Q2 be of order 3; thus v '" VI 
and CAv) has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups of order 8. Therefore CH(v) does 100, 
and is 2-nilpotent; also CH(v) contains CR(v), a Sylow 5-subgroup of CG(v) 
by Proposition 2.10. Therefore 02,(CH(v)/<v» contains a Sylow 5-subgroup 
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of CG(v)/<v) ~ McL. Since McL contains no elementary abelian subgroup 
of rank 5, it follows easily that <fl) <1 CH(v). From (1.5), CH(v) is a Sylow 
5-normalizer in CG(v). So a Sylow 3-subgroup T of CH(v) has order 9 and 
is a Sylow 3-subgroup of Ql. But T contains exactly two subgroups G-
conjugate to <VI) so AG(T) is a 2-group; therefore T is a Sylow 3-center of H, 
whence TESyI3(H). It follows that NG«fl») contains Sylow 2- and 
3-subgroups of H, and a Sylow 5-normalizer. By Sylow's theorem for p = 5, 
we get 1 H: NG«fl») 1 1 11.31. Applying Sylow's theorem for 11 and 31, 
and using Propositions 2.9 and 3.3, we get H = N G( <II»), contradicting 
B'::;; Hand2.l7(a). 
Therefore 1:t Nd<fl»). We consider II<z) ,::;; All as a permutation 
group on 11 letters. Its orbits are unions of the orbits of C A(z)/<z), which are 
{I, 2, 3, 4, 5}, {6, 7, 8, 9, 1O}, and {11}. If J/<z) is transitive on 11 letters or 
primitive on 10 letters, then since J/<z) contains a 3-cycle (in Q2/<z»), 
I ~ AlO or All . Since z 1: Z*(H), this violates Theorem 6.1 or Proposition 
3.2, since H < G. If JI<z) fixes {ll} but is not primitive on the remaining 
letters, then 02(]) is a central product of two 8L(2, 5)'s in which elements 
of order 3 are G-conjugate to VI . Thus no 8L(2, 5) in J contains conjugates 
of V2 , contradicting the first paragraph of the proof. Hence JI<z) does not 
fix {ll} and so its orbits are of length 5 and 6. It follows that II<z) has a 
subgroup 11/<z) of index at most 2 isomorphic to A5 X A5 or A5 X A6 , 
since the only proper subgroups of A6 properly containing a Sylow 5-
normalizer are isomorphic to A5 . Now Q2/<z) contains an element of order 4 
inducing an odd permutation on each orbit of II<z), so ! 1: II 1 = 2. 
The lemma follows. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. H~ G2(5). 
Proof. By a theorem of Fong and Wong [10] and the previous lemma, 
H c::: P8p (4, 5) or G2(5). Since 5611 HI, H ~ G2(5). 
We note that in particular, II ~ 8L(2, 5) 0 8L(2, 5). These are the only 
8L(2, 5)'s in I, so one of them contains a conjugate of V 2 • Thus 11/<z) ,::;; All 
is a direct product of an A5 acting on 5 letters with an A5 acting transitively 
on the remaining 6 letters. Note that A and B are the maximal parabolic 
subgroups of H containing 8 5 • 
Recall that tj; is the permutation character of G on the cosets of H. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. tj; = 1 + X2 + X3 + X4 + X6. In particular, G has 
rank 5 on the cosets of H. 
Proof. 1 HI = 26 .33 .56 .7.31, 1 G: HI = 8835156. We showed 
above that X3 k tj;. Since 67 { 1 H I, Proposition 5.2(b) implies that X2 k tj;. 
Since 37 { 1 H I, either X4 or Xs k tj;. However, if (tj;, Xs) = a, then since XS is 
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irrational and X2 is the only possible constituent of if; which has negative 
value on 67-elements, we get (X2' if;) = 2a + 1. As 
(2a + 1) X2(37) + 2aXs(37) < 0, 
we must have X4 C if; in any case. Now since 711 CH(z)I, if;(421) = O. Using 
this and if;(242) ;;" 0, we get if; - X2 - Xa - X4 - 1 = Xs, as required. 
Note that no subsum of 1 + X2 + Xa + X4 + Xs has degree dividing if;(1), 
so H is a maximal subgroup of G. We next determine the double-point 
stabilizers in the action of G on the cosets of H. 
By the remark following Proposition 5.4, II can be imbedded in a subgroup 
of C isomorphic to SL(2, 5) 0 SL(2, 9). Hence there exists a E C such that 
In r has a subgroup of index 2 isomorphic to SL(2, 5) 0 SL(2, 3); elements 
of order 3 in the SL(2, 3) factor are G-conjugate to V 2 . Let HI = H n Ha, 
so that CH (z) = In r. By the main theorem of [10], we have z E Z*(H1). 1 
Now CH (z) acts faithfully on 02,(H1) which is therefore abelian of rank ;;"4 1 
or trivial. But H clearly contains no such abelian subgroup by order con-
siderations and Proposition 2.11. Hence HI "-' (SL(2, 5) 0 SL(2, 3» . 2. 
By Sylow's theorem, H contains a Sylow 31-normalizer of G; as 
D = N G(S5) :::::; H, all sub degrees are divisible by 5.31. If S E SyI7(H) 
then CH(S) has odd order; by Proposition 2.8 and Sylow's theorem, NH(S) 
is an extension of CH(S), cyclic of order 21, by an element of order 6 inverting 
a 3-element in CH(S). Let bE CG(S) have order 4. Then NH(S) n NH(S)b 
is Frobenius of order 21 and NH(S) n NH(S)b 2 = NH(S). There exist two 
double-point stabilizers Ha and H4 in which these are the normalizers of S. 
We now construct H 2 , a second type of double-point stabilizer. We have 
N H( <11» = A = RQ2 :::::; RQl = N G( <11»' So there exists m E Ql such that 
Q3 = Q2 n Q2m "-' SL(2, 3) . 4. Then H2 = H n Hm ;;" RQ3 . Suppose this 
inclusion is proper; we derive a contradiction. Since 511 H: H2 I, R E SyI5(H2) 
and clearly RQ3 = NH (R) = NH «II»' Now 11 E <P(M) for every maximal 
2 2 
subgroup M of R, but if/E R - <11), then 1 CRU)I = 54 and I ¢ <P(CRU». 
Therefore <II) is weakly closed in R with respect to H2 . Hence if h E H2 , 
then Rh = R or 11 ¢ Rh n R. In the latter case, 1 Rh n R 1152, since R is 
extra special. Therefore 1 H2 : RQa 1 = 1 (mod 5a) and so 1 H2 : RQ3 1 = 
1 + 53, 1 H: H21 = 5 . 31. Thus H2 is doubly transitive on the co sets of 
RQ3' and for appropriate h E H2 - RQa , RQ3 n (RQa)h = (R n Rh) Qa . 
Then <11 , R n Rh) is an abelian group of rank 3 invariant under some v E Qa 
of order 3. By the only v-invariant subgroups of R of order 5a are nonabelian 
by Proposition 2.10, a contradiction. Hence H2 = RQ3 . 
Let ni = 1 H: Hi I, i = 1,2,3,4. We have n1 = 2034375 and n2 = 19530. 
Since 1 + L:~l ni = 1 G : H I, we find that 1 Hi 1 < 2633 for i = 3 or 4. 
Moreover, 1 + nl + n2 - 1 G: HI (mod 56) and so the same power 5k 
divides 1 H3 1 and 1 H4 I. Since 1 NH (S)I = 2 . 32 . 7, k :::::; 1. If k = I, then 
• 
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H4 is nonsolvable since 5 -r [C(S)[ and so 41 [ H4 [ by [9]. By Sylow's 
theorem for p = 7, 1 H41 > 2633. A similar argument yields 1 Ha [ > 2633, 
a contradiction. So H3 and H4 are 2-3-7 groups. Again applying Sylow's 
theorem and the condition 1 + Li ni = [ G: H I, we get [ H3 [ = 25 . 33 ·7 
and [H4 [ = 24 . 32 ·7. Since CH (S) = S, it follows readily that H3 is 3 
simple, and so H3 '"" Ug(3) by [3]. Similarly, H4 has no Hall {2, 7} subgroup 
since CH(S) is odd. So H4 is nonsolvable, and must involve L 2(7) by [20]. 
Since 1 Out(L2(7» [ = 2 and the multiplier of L2(7) is prime to 3, H4 is a 
split noncentral extension of Z3 by PGL(2, 7). We have proved the following. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. The double-point stabilizers for G acting on the cosets of 
H are isomorphic to H, (SL(2, 5) 0 SL(2, 3» ·2 (the SL(2, 3) factor contains 
conjugates of v2), extra spec 55 . SL(2, 3) . 4, Ug(3), and 3 . PGL(2, 7) (not 
central). 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Every subgroup of G isomorphic to G2(5) is G-conjugate 
to H. 
Proof. Let P be any subgroup of G containing 8 5 and with I 05(P) I = 55. 
If 05(P) contains elements of 53' then clearly Z(05(P» = <fl) and 
P :(; N G( <fl». Otherwise, from the proof of Proposition 2.12, 05(P) = 
C(Z2(S5» or R. Thus in any case P :(; N G«fl» or P :(; N G(Z2(S5» = B. 
Now let Ho :(; G, Ho '"" G2(5). By Sylow's theorem, we may assume 
S5 :(; Ho. Let Ao and Bo be the maximal parabolic subgroups of Ho 
containing S5' chosen so Ao '"" A, Bo '"" B. By the previous paragraph 
Bo :(; B, since no subgroup of R of order 52 is invariant under a subgroup 
of N G( <fl» isomorphic to SL(2, 5). Similarly, Ao:(; N G( <fl» = RQl . 
Let Qo = Ao n Ql , so Ao = RQo . Since Ao ~ S5 , Qo and Q2 have a Sylow 
5-subgroup in common. Also, elements of order 3 in Qo and Q2 have fixed 
points on R- so are G-conjugate to VI • Since Qo'l<fl) '"" Q2'I<fl) '"" SL(2, 5) 
and Ql'l<fl) '"" SL(2, 9), this forces Qo' = Q2'· Then Qo = NQ,(Qo') = 
N Q (Q2') = Q2 and so Ao = A. Hence Ho = <Ao , Bo) = <A, B) = H. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.8. The outer automorphism group and Schur multiplier 
of G are trivial. 
Proof. Let lX E Aut( G). By the previous result, f3lX normalizes H for some 
inner automorphism f3. Since H is complete [18], we may adjust f3 so that f3lX 
centralizes H. Then f3lX normalizes C and centralizes ]; modulo <z), f3lX acts 
on An centralizing a subgroup isomorphic to A5 X A5 . But Aut(An) = .En , 
and it is clear that lI<z) has trivial centralizer in .En . Hence f3lX centralizes 
Cf<z) and C', which equals C. As C ~ Hand H is maximal in G, f3lX = 1 
and lX is inner. 
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To show that the Schur multiplier of G is trivial, it suffices to exhibit for 
each prime divisor p of I G I a subgroup Mp containing a Sylow p-subgroup 
of G, whose Schur multiplier is a p'_group. We take M2 = C ~ An [17], 
Ms = VI ~ 3 * McL (1. G. Thompson, private communication), 
M5 = H ~ G2(5) [18], and Mp E Sylp(G) for the remaining primes p. 
6. GROUPS CONTAINING Alo 
This section is independent of the preceding and is devoted to a proof 
of the following result. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let G be a finite group containing an involution Z such that 
CG(z) ~ Alo ' Then Z E Z*(G). In particular, G is not simple. 
Let us take G and Z as in the theorem, and suppose by way of contra-
diction that Z ¢ Z*(G). Let T E SyI2(CG(Z)), Then T is isomorphic to a 
Sylow subgroup of An, so <z) = Z(T) and T E SyI2(G). As AlO has two 
classes of involutions, we conclude from the Z*-theorem [12] that G has one 
class. We let Xl , X2 , Xs E CG(z) be of order 3, mapping on (123), (123)(456), 
and (123)(456)(789), respectively, in CG(z)/<z) ~ AlO , and y E CG(z) of 
order 5 mapping on (12345). 
LEMMA 6.2. The Sylow 2-subgroups of CG(xl ), CG(x2), CG(xs), CG(y) 
are isomorphic to Q16 , SD16 , Z2' Qs , respectively. In particular, Xi and Xj are 
not conjugate in G for i =1= j. 
Proof. Each of the 2-groups mentioned is a Sylow 2-subgroup of the 
appropriate centralizer in CG(z) and has center of order 2. 
LEMMA 6.3. A Sylow 3-subgroup of CG( y) has order 3. 
Proof. Let K = CG(y). Thus Z E K and CK(z) = <y) X L, where 
L ~ SL(2, 5). By Lemma 6.2 and the Brauer-Suzuki theorem, K = 02'(K)L. 
Let Kl = NG«y»), so that Kl = 02'(K)Ll' Ll = L<h), where hE CG(z) 
maps on (2354)(6789) in CG(z)/<z). Clearly z acts fixed-point-freely on 
02,(K)/< y) and so 02,(K) is nilpotent; its Sylow 3-subgroup Ks is abelian. 
We must show Ks = 1. Assume not. Then L is faithful on Ks. Let El = 
C(h2) n Ka , E2 = C(h2z) n Ka . As C(z) n Ka = I, we get Ks = El X E2 . 
Now let t E CG(z) map on (68)(79). Then t E K, t2 = z, and [t, h] = 1. 
So t acts fixed-point-freely on El and E2. Letting I Ei I = 3ni , we have 
2 I ni and ni ~ 3, since G has one class of involutions. Let k E CG(z) map 
on (67)(89). Then (h2)k = h2z and k E K, so n1 = n2 = 2. Now <h) X <t)/<h2) 
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acts on EI , t is fixed-point-free; since GL(2, 3) contains no subgroup 
isomorphic to Z4 X Zz, either h or hz centralizes EI . Replacing h by hz 
if necessary, we may assume [h, EI ] = 1. It is easily seen that G has one 
class of elements of order 4, whose centralizers have Sylow 3-subgroups 
conjugate to <Xl) X <xz). Hence EI contains a conjugate of Xl' We conclude 
that CK(XI) contains an elementary abelian group of order 34• 
Let B = CG(xl), BI = NG«xl»). Then zEB and CB(Z) = <Xl) xC, 
C '" ..47' Since ..47 has quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups, B = 02,(B)C and 
BI = 0z{B) CI , where CI/<z) '" .E7 • Now Z is fixed-point-free on 
0dB)/<xl), which is therefore abelian. Let B3 E SyI3(Oz,(B)). By the 
preceding paragraph, B3 > <Xl)' As C acts faithfully on B3 , 1 B3/<xl) 1 ?: 36. 
On the other hand, if X E CI - C is an involution, then 
Therefore the latter two groups are abelian; since G has one class of 
involutions, their orders are at most 33. Thus 1 B3 1 = 37• But by the previous 
paragraph, B contains a conjugate YI of Y with 1 CB(Yl)13 = 34 or 35• Since 
Oz'(B) is nilpotent, YI rt Oz'(B). But then YI acts faithfully on B3, so 
1 CB(YI)13 = 33, a contradiction proving the lemma. 
LEMMA 6.4. A Sylow 3-subgroup of CG(xl) has order 33. 
Proof. Let B, B3 , and C be as in the preceding proof. If 1 B 13 > 33, 
then 1 B31 > 3 and we conclude as above that 1 B31 = 37• Now C contains 
a conjugate of y, which must act fixed-point-freely on B3/<xl ). This is 
absurd. 
We conclude the proof of Theorem 6.1 by investigating X = CG(xz). 
Let Y = OZ'(XIOz'(X)). By Lemma 6.2, X has SDl6 Sylow 2-subgroups 
and one class of involutions, since CG(z) controls fusion of its 3-elements. 
Also, C x(z) contains a copy of SL(2, 3), so X has one class of elements of 
order 4. By the main theorem of [1], Y '" Mll ,LaCq), or U3(r), where 
q -1, r = 1 (mod 4). As C x(z) is a noncentral extension of <Xl) X <xz) 
by GL(2, 3), C x(z) is included in the inverse image of Y in X. 
If Xl rt Oz,(X), then Cy(z) is a noncentral extension of a group of order 3 
by GL(2, 3). But examination of the groups Mll ,LaCq), U3(r) shows that none 
of these has such a centralizer of an involution. Therefore Xl E Oz,(X) and 
Cy(z) '" GL(2, 3). Using [1] we find Y '" Mll or L3(3). Choose an involution 
Zl in C x(z) such that Xfl = xl1xz . Factorizing Oz'(X) into its fixed points 
under the elements of <z, Zl)# and using the fact that X has one class of 
involutions, we get 1 Oz,(X)1134 • Now Y acts faithfully on Oz,(X)/<xz), so 
Y '" L3(3), Y acts irreducibly on Oz,(X)/<xz)' and 1 Oz,(X)1 = 34• Since 
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there are no extra special groups of order 34, 02'(X) IS abelian. Thus 
34 \1 CG(x1)1, contradicting Lemma 6.4 and completing the proof of the 
theorem. 
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